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s there ever a good time to do a juice
cleanse?” asks Joel Edgerton, who’s
in the middle of one right now. He’s
explaining this on a press junket at
the Four Seasons, Beverly Hills, for Ridley
Scott’s biblical epic Exodus: Gods and Kings.
Edgerton plays the Egyptian pharaoh
Ramses opposite Christian Bale’s Moses.
“Last night, because I hadn’t seen Ridley and
Christian in a while, we’d organised to have
dinner at this really great restaurant. Oh
man,” he laughs, “it was just terrible because
Ridley always orders steak that smells really
good. It’s amazing how your senses kind of
[heighten]. [But] I’ve also got an incredible
amount of energy right now.”
The bright-eyed actor sitting in front of
me, with his stubble, denim shirt and grandpa
cap, is a stark contrast to his tan, hairless,
skirt-wearing Ramses, weighed down with
gold accessories and sporting heavy guyliner.
Judging by the clips Scott presented the
previous day, Edgerton is wonderful in the
role; both menacing and human, not to
mention manly in a skirt.
But given the major physical transformation
required – not to mention the controversy;
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JOEL EDGERTON is pOisED TO bREak iNTO ThE a-LisT
iN a NEw bibLicaL Epic. aLicE wasLEy REpORTs
Scott has been accused of “whitewashing”
African history – it’s easy to see why the
blond-haired, blue-eyed Aussie was initially
reluctant to take on the role, despite the A-list
names attached to the project.
“I did struggle with it in the beginning,”
he says. “Partly because I was in a very dark
personal place – we’re going back to August
last year. I’d fnished Jane Got a Gun, which
was a long, arduous, crazy experience.”
He’s talking about the Natalie Portman
western, which was plagued by diffculties
including on-set disputes, cast changes, the
original director quitting on the frst day
of shooting and a lawsuit.

“[It was] a nightmare that I think has,
thankfully, forged in fre a really great movie,”
he says. “But it took its toll, and there was all
sorts of other stuff.” (We’ll come back to that.)
Edgerton divides his time between Sydney
and LA. “I remember being in Sydney for a
funeral [his grandmother’s] and there was
just this feeling in me,” he says. “When things
are seemingly great, sometimes you have
moments that knock you sideways. And
then I found out I was doing Ridley’s
movie through the trade news.”
The idea had been foated during a
meeting with Fox, along with other projects,
but as much as Edgerton wanted to work

with Scott, he says, he was sceptical about
playing the pharaoh. The deal certainly
hadn’t been done when he read about
it online.
“The internet told me I was going to be
an ancient Egyptian pharaoh,” he says,
incredulous. “I was like, ‘What the…?’”
Cue exhilarated fst-pumping? I mean,
Scott directed Gladiator.
“I think I just wanted to stay in Sydney,”
says Edgerton. “But then I was like, if I’m
feeling bad at the moment, what I should
do is pick myself up, dust myself off and go
to work. And what greater opportunity had
I ever had than that person asking me to
come to work being Ridley Scott?”
Did it turn his emotional state around?
“Yeah, well, frst I had to go to London
[where the initial shooting took place] to have
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